
IMLax Rule of the week.  Goal crease and Goalie privileges. 
 
These principles and rules apply to every age group.  There is a lot of confusion about the 
principles but if we break them down it is fairly simple. 
 
First, the Crease Commandments, then next week we will look at the special rules for goalies. 
 

1. The ~57 foot painted line that delineate the crease is part of the crease.  Touch the line, 
you are in the crease. 

2. A player on his offensive side of the field cannot have any part of his body touching the 
ground inside the crease during live play.  This does not have to be a voluntary act.  If 
the offensive player is legally pushed into the crease by a defender (think man/ball 
around a loose ball right outside the crease, then it is a violation.   
This violation is a technical foul.  Because it usually happens while the offensive team is 
in possession of the ball, or while the ball is), the remedy is blow the play dead and give 
the ball to the defense at the spot of the foul.  However, if the attackman runs through 
the crease (think chasing a defender on the ride or hounding a goalie who has the ball 
while a defender is in possession of the ball, then it is a flag down, time serving penalty.  
If the flag down ends with the ball still in the defensive side of the field, it is a restart at 
the face-off X (like any other time serving penalty restart in the defensive half). 
 

3. An Offensive player’s crosse (but not his hands holding his crosse) may touch the ground 
inside the crease.  For instance, scooping a loose ball, or batting a loose ball towards the 
goal, or leaning on it to keep one’s balance.  As we will discuss next week, the offensive 
player’s crosse may not make contact with the goalie or the goalie’s equipment within 
the imaginary vertical cylinder rising skyward from the crease line. 
 

4. An offensive player in the crease during live ball will stop play even if it is not the 
offensive player’s fault.  It will still end any advantage.  (Think ball up top with a 
midfielder in possession and a close D pole gives a cutting attackman a little hip shove 
into the crease.). Flag down, immediate whistle, D pole goes to the sin bin for 30 
seconds for interference 
 

5. No defensive player who is in possession of the ball outside the crease may touch the 
ground inside the crease while still in possession of the ball.  This applies to field players 
and goalies.  It is always just a turnover, and the restart will be laterally from the goal 
outside the box. 
 

6. No defensive player (other than the specially equipped goalie) may enter the crease and 
attempt to block a shot or “act as the goalie” in the mouth of the goal.  If the properly 
equipped goalie is messing around with a loose ball by the end line and a D pole enters 
the crease and stands around in front of the goal mouth “just in case,” this is a violation.  
This is a safety rule, they aren’t equipped, can’t do it.  First violation on a team is a 
technical foul (pay on or time serving depending on whether other team is in 



possession.  Second violation by ANY player on the team is a personal foul (one minute 
releasable unsportsmanlike penalty). However, a defensive player may legitimately 
enter the crease to play a loose ball on the ground in front of the goal mouth, we are 
talking about being in a position to potentially block shots. 
 
 

7. No defensive player (usually the goalie but it applies to all of them) who takes 
possession of the ball in the crease may remain in the crease with the ball for more than 
four seconds.  Always a turnover. 
 

 
Those are the principles for the crease that always apply.  Here are a couple that, depending on 
when they are committed, will determine whether a goal counts or not. 

1. If an offensive player leaves his feet (jumps or dives) in the act of shooting and lands 
in the crease, the goal will NOT count even if the player lands after the shot crosses 
the goal line. 

2. If an offensive player shoots with a foot on the ground, but his momentum (or the 
momentum supplied by a defender!) takes him into the crease, the goal WILL count 
if the ball crosses the goal line before the player touches the ground in the crease 
(or the goal, or the goalie, or the goalie’s equipment).  It will NOT count if the 
touching of the ground, keeper, or goal happens before the ball crosses the goal 
line.  

3. This is true even if the player was illegally pushed or checked into the crease by a 
defensive player.  If he touches the ground, goalie or goal before the ball crosses the 
goal line, NO GOAL.  Play is over, penalty enforced, Offense has the ball outside the 
box. 


